No ono else wants It ether:

Lowrie resigns history post; says oad was too heavy
by Seri Wilpone
Dr. Walter Lowrie, associate
professor of history, has quietly
announced his resignation as
History Department chairman,
effective at the conclusion of the
semester.
Lowrie, who has held the
chairmanship of the History
Department for four years, said

his resignation came as a result
of a ruling by Dean of the
University Tom Davis and the
Academic Standards Committee
that all chairmen with fewer
than eight full-time staff be
granted only a one unit release
from their teaching load.
That is, all chairmen must
teach either a 2-1-3 load or 3-1-2
load. Currently, a normal
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teaching load is defined as three
classes each semester and one
Winterim (3-1-3).
"In effect, I fully agree with
President Phibbs," Lowrie said.
"If we are to survive and grow
with distinction, we must do
everything excellently. We need
to teach superbly in addition to
establishing a close meaningful
stivient-eevisor relationship.

TACOMA, WA. 98416
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Last Dance Marathon
Campus "frolic" is back at the University of Puget Sound. Students, faculty and
persons throughout the community will participate in a giant, three-day dance marathon at
the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse May 7-19. Dubbed the "Last Dance Marathon," the event will
raise funds for the university's scholarship program. First prize—for the dancers who hold
out the longest—is $1,000; other major prizes also will be awarded. The marathon is
co-sponsored by KTAC Radio.
If you're interested in vying for the $1,000 grand prize, information and sponsor
sheets may be picked up in John English's office. Pictured here are Carol Nelson, Gary
Cohen and Sue McKee, UPS students and "Last Dance Marathon" committee members.

Dr. Walter Lowrie
"I cannot allow my
administrative responsibilities to
infringe upon this role as a
teacher-scholar," Lowrie stated.
Having held the chairmanship
for four years, Lowrie says he
has a good idea of the amount of
time and energy required to do a
good job and provide creative
leadership in the department.
There is more to being a good
department chairman than being
a "paper shuffler," he indicated.
Even teaching a 2-1-2 load
and serving as chairman of the
department leaves little time for
anything else, he said.
There are peculiar problems
in teaching history here, as no
repeat courses are offered. Most
courses are only offered in
alternate years which means a
large number of class
preparations for the instructor.
In addition, the teaching load is
demanding in that all tests are
essay exams which means a lot
of work for the teacher in
evaluating students.
"I hope the university does
not see my resignation as a lack
of support for the president's
'community of scholars.' I agree
we must have a strong sense of
collegiality in the department. I
feel I can best support the
university by my resignation.
This way there will be no
compromise of excellence,"
Lowrie commented.
Lowrie's decision was not
hasty. He said he expressed his
concern about the 2-1-3 teaching
load for department
chairpersons in several letters to
Dean Davis. However, the two

could not resolve the
disagreement.
Lowrie indicated that he
supports the efforts to establish
uniform standards for teaching
loads, but that he disagrees with
the dean in the interpretation of
a fair load for department
chairpersons.
"It may be that the dean has
a different model for the way
departments operate than I do,"
Lowrie said.
The History Department
faculty were at all times
informed of Lowrie's
communication with the dean
regarding the chairperson's
teaching load, and Lowrie's
decision to resign was made in
consultation with the history
faculty.
All the history faculty on
campus fully agree that the 2-1-3
teaching load does not allow a
chairperson sufficient time to be
a teacher-scholar or a good
administrator. All have declined
to succeed Lowrie as chairman.
Only Dr. Wolfred ("Shady")
Bauer, who is off-campus this
semester, has not been offered
the chairmanship.
"I cannot do more in terms
of energy and time for the
university. Faced with an
impossible task which would
interfere with the standards I
have set for myself and the
standa'rds the History
Department has set for me, I
have had to redefine my
relationship with the
university," he said.
Dean Tom Davis was
unavailable for comment.

TRAIL rated First Class
The Puget Sound TRAIL has
been awarded a First Class rating
from the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association (CSPA).
CSPA is a national association
of student publications which
offers an annual rating services.
Its headquarters are at Columbia
University in New York City.
The rating is for Spring
Semester 1973 and Fall
Semester 1973, representing the
last half of Editor Wes Jordan's
administration and the first half
of Alan Smith's.
According to comments by
the judges, the paper's strengths
include its coverage of the
campus, the features, the
in-depth articles, editorials,

Cheryl Doten

Last week the TRAI1 listed
Janet Porter, of the School of
Occupational Therapy, as
having been terminated by the
Board of Trustees. She was
not; she had merely resigned.
The TRAIL regrets the
error.

design,
and
lay-out
advertisements.
Perfect scores were received
in the areas of breadth and
emphasis of coverage, news
articles, features, editorials, and
advertisements. Judges especially
praised the in-depth reporting
the TRAILhas carried in most of
its issues.
Points were lost in sports
coverage, consistency of editing,
headlines (one point was lost for
referring to Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson as "Doc T."), front
page design, typography, and
photography.
In general, the judges wrote,
"[the TRAIL] is interesting to
read because it does cover the
campus well. Moreover, [its]
emphasis on depth or extended
pieces is good thinking for a
college weekly that seeks
provocative perspective."
This year marks the first year
the TRAIL has participated in
the 50-year-old evaluation
service.

Theology students hurt
by church-state laws
There was a time when the pursuit of a degree in
theology ranked one among the best and the brightest of
individuals in one's society.
The student of theology was held in the same
esteem as the scientists, law makers, politicians, and
businessmen of the society—including American society.
There was even a time—again, within our own
national history—when the theologian was actually
considered something of a very good academician and a
person to be reckoned with in the intellectual world.
Whether or not all theologians are still persons of
that stature might be an open question. But certainly
there are many theologians who are also scholars and
critical thinkers. Unfortunately, the State of Washington
doesn't think so.
It's bad enough that our state's church-state
provisions do not allow for tuition supplement grants to
students of private, church-related colleges, especially
when nearly 35 other states of the union have such
programs. But just last week this writer learned that the
state's need grant administrators have reaffirmed the
policy of disqualifying theology students for state need
grants.
What that reaffirmation of faith in the separation
of church and state implies is that our law-makers and
educational officers believe the study of theology to be
church career-oriented instead of merely academic.
And that is insulting.
There are, of course, those religion students who
hope to serve with the church. But there are also
chemists, political scientists, and artists who may wish to
serve with the church. Even more importantly, there are
theology students who have no desire of serving with the
church. There are even atheistic religion majors and, yes,
UPS has had one or two of these.
This state's need grant program is an insult to all
these students. But it is especially insulting to the
would-be academician who simply wishes to devote his
life to the study of theological themes.
Theology may no longer be the queen of sciences,
but academically, the field is as rigid and important as
philosophy, history, or any other field in the humanities.
Theology students deserve the same break as all other
students.

Alan Smith

Who can endure these
ignorants? Up tuition!
As my good friend Gumbril, biographized in Antic
Hay, once said, "Most students have the minds of dogs
anyway and don't deserve to be in my learned company
anyway." Thus the recent raise in tuition was greatly to
my satisfaction and I should have contributed the service
of my pneumatic jack had it gone any toward increasing
the raise.
Life is not all peaches and cream and I foam at the
mouth at the very thought of this so-called university's
lack of class. We must rectify the mixture of the
philosopher with the flapper class. If everyone in a
society walked around with their head in the clouds,
then who would shovel fill into the mudholes?
Can you imagine philosophers the likes of Ronald
Reagan, Bob Corchrane, Billy Graham, and Bobby Riggs
attempting to engage in erudite conversations with a
flapper? You know, those people like Ralph Nader,
Caesar Chavez, and Shirley Chisolm? Any person of
sensibility would find his beer gone flat at the mere
mention of such a japes! God wot! Where are our
spiritual affinities? Is this what money means to Our
Learning Environment? Who could endure the shame of
having their daughter, a Greek scholar, marry a man with
a pea-shooter mind? Who could abide his presence under
the dinner table? All that damned snorting and pawing
about!
Come! Let us keep the ignorant classes where they
belong, under our feet! Raise the tuition! Raise our
minds! Raise, Raise, Raise! It is up to us to repudiate the
impotent lower classes and maintain our mental
canonity. Let all lend their lips to this noble enterprise.

Sincerely,
Martin Scriblerus

A Column's Inch
by Alan Smith
There are rumors floating about that the
University of Puget Sound is meeting its affirmative
action commitments by enrolling rich Hawaiians—and
maybe even Californians.
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Effete snobs inundate TRAIL readers
Re: The recent plethora of Epistles to the Editor.
Community of scholars or not, we are being inundated
by what a former noted personage would promulgate as
the rabble-rousing of effete intellectual snobs. They are
nothing but unsophisticated rhetoricians inebriated by
the unadulterated exuberance of their own superfluous
and wasteful verbosity.
(Sometimes I think that it is all a figment of my
imagination, but then I realize that my imagination is
not that fertile.)
Do not despair fellow-martyrs. Perchance we will
be possessories of a tabloid next' solar revolution that
resigns succint quotas to the hum-drum cranked out by
the vanguard of intelligentsia, fortified with honed

Stu dents inconsiderate
I'm writing this letter after just having returned
from a Friday-at-Nine and I must say that after nearly
three years at this school I'm just about completely fed
up with the gross inconsideration shown to the
performers. It seems that you have to work so hard to
actually hear the performer that all of the personal
enjoyment is subsequently lost. The noise of incessant
chattering in the background is not only disturbing to
most but just plain rude to the person trying to perform.
True, some people may say that they have a right to use
the Cellar X as a conversation place. Still, I think, for a
mere three hours out of one day of the week, a little
more consideration can be given than is usually the case.
I sincerely hope that more people will consider this at
subsequent Friday-at-Nines.

Tony Forte

Tired of studying?
Dear Frendz:
Are you tired of studying? Is school becoming
merely a routine rather than a learning experience? Well
then, dear frendz, it's time you expanded your horizons
and came to beatiful Lake Geneva . resort, boogying at
minimum expense. Yes, frendz, in fact, it's free. The
final Brainard Moxie Superpicnic is in the last stages of
completion. Maps are currently circulating. It's all
happening Saturday, May 4, rain or shine, so bring
yourselves and your frendz and break away for a day.

Pray for sun
Brainard
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typewriter keys, who have felt the compulsion to spout
their wordy non-concerns. Then at long last may we all
mingle as masses, grovelling in the dust of humanity's
least magnanimous idiosyncrasies—the common
thronging horde of subservients.

Evad Llebpmac
P.S. Et tu Nala Htims?

Orphan Easter hunts
improve life quality
I am sorry that LeRoy Annis seems to feel Easter
Egg hunts for orphans so contemptible an undertaking.
Granted it is not of national importance but concern for
others less privileged than ourselves is vitally important
in the improvement of the quality of human life.

Karen Barnes
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College not a time for ducking offering
In the last issue of the TRAIL Jeanette Jones and
Brian Johnson protested that a program presented by
the Department of Religion was an offense to the
academic community.
To sing a folk song was "Sunday School."
To pray was a "thunderbolt on the agenda."
And when Dr. Harvey Seifert spoke on Nixon's
impeachment within the context of a religious
commitment, Jeanette and Brian "contemplated the
door" and were "fortunate to escape before the offering
was taken."
I think their letter to the TRAIL recognizes a very
difficult problem which the Department of Religion and
all persons with a religious commitment must face in the
years immediately ahead. We might begin to ask the
question in this way. Is personal commitment part of the
experience of the academic community? Either side can
give an easy answer. We could add to the satire by
saying, "Let them pray on Sunday morning! The
Religion Department should not tolerate prayer in a
meeting which it holds in Kilworth Chapel on Sunday
night!" The deliberate person, however, will recognize
that we are wrestling with a very difficult question. And
Jeanette and Brian sense the issue.
Once the answer was easy. A century ago the
religion and philosophy classes were taught by ministers,
and a strong emphasis on personal religious commitment
was expected. Then, when the German model of
objectivity swept the universities, religion and
philosophy departments tried to become as objective as
the rest of the academic community. In some ways the
religion professor even tried to prove he could be more
objective than his faculty colleagues: the coach cheering
for his team, the English professor preaching his favorite

poet, the artist who became a guru to his commune on
campus. No one ever saw the religion professor pray. In
recent years, however, this academic model of religion
has begun to change. First there was the call to political
activism. Note Jeff Smith, our UPS Chaplain through the
sixties, and his deep commitment to making religion
relevent to the world. Now, in California and I think
soon here, the university community is beginning to
realize that personal commitment, as well as social
action, is part of the academic experience. Perhaps the
professor of religion may even be able to pray in public!
The drama coach is not the only one who might invite
audience participation.
We all have the task of working out new ways in
which we can preserve both academic objectivity and
personal commitment. There is a difference between the
preacher's pulpit and the teacher's desk. And not every
chemistry professor or sociologist knows the difference.
But in the field of religion the problem is particularly
difficult. How can we get inside our subject without
destroying another person's integrity? In my own classes
in religion I am trying to develop a participatory as well
as an academic approach. So we are practicing the
martial art of karate, and centering down in the asanas
and pranayama of hatha yoga, and next week we will
hope to watch the needle of an encephalograph as we
use biofeedback to measure our state of relaxation.
Maybe we have reached a state of sophistication where
we can do two things at once—to enter into the world of
faith and yet to preserve a critical self-conscious mind. I
would hope we can say the Jewish shema and sing the
Gregorian chants. And that a university-wide lecture
would not be offensive because there was that call to
wonder which is prayer.

In the Religion Department we simply do not yet
know how to put all these levels of the religious
experience together in the UPS academic community.
It's a new ball game, and we are just beginning the
conversation. I can understand why Brian and Jeanette
were surprised when we had a student lead in prayer. I
hope that faculty and students and staff, however, will
join with us as we develop this dialogue. We do not
intend to be offensive. For a long time secular people
have been able to be secular in public. I am not
offended. Perhaps religious people can now be religious
on the UPS campus. Perhaps we can learn how to do this
with a minimum of offense.
But on one point I think this letter of protest was
clearly wrong. I mean where it said "fortunately we
escaped before the offertory was taken." It may be true,
as Erik Erikson writes, that college is a time of
psycho-social moratorium. Many students try to avoid
personal commitments. In University Church we wrestle
with the problem. So many students are still trying to
escape the parental guidance of their past in order to
establish their own independence, and so they can make
no meaningful commitment in the present. But much of
this need for escape is now being met in high school.
University students should not need to be shielded from
reality. Next Wednesday, for instance, the campus is
being called to fast for the drought victims of Central
Africa. Neither as Christians nor as Jews, not as
Buddhists or Muslims, certainly not as sensitive human
beings, can we get up and "look for the door." College
should not be a time to sneak out before the offering.

Pierce Johnson
University Chaplain

Education course studies student sex-role stereotypes
by Pat Dougherty
Channeling of students into
sex-role stereotypes was the
focus of class scrutiny during a
three-hour session of Human
Development and Learning,
education course 502, at UPS
recently. The course is designed
for graduate students, many of
whom are currently teaching.
The class examined how
schools adopt and encourage
stereotyped sex-role attitudes
for students in both behavior
and careers.
A year ago, according to
Lincoln High School counselor
Terry Bergeson, the issue of
sex-role channeling in education
would not have been raised.
Bergeson, guest speaker for
the presentation, said that this is
due to the rapid growth in
awareness and questioning of
assumptions about sex roles,
especially in education.
In putting together the
program, Chris Hanson stated
that the group found it
"impossible" to get information
from usual sources on sex roles
and sex discrimination in the
school system. In reference to
the UPS and Tacoma Public
libraries, she said, "If the
material is there, it's too
disorganized or not being
allowed out."
She estimated that 95 per
cent of the material for the
group presentation came from
Carrie Washburn, an
unemployed teacher who does
extensive research of sexism in
education.
"She was a lifesaver. We
contacted her through Terry
Bergeson," Hanson said. All five
of the group leaders utilized
material made available by
Washburn. "She has a
phenomenal amount of
material," Hanson said.
Washburn would have
instructed a class at UPS this
spring entitled Growing Up
Female in American Schools.
However, the proposed class was
voted down by the Faculty
Senate.
Bergeson, counselor and
newly elected member of the
Washington Education
Association's board of directors,
later voiced her concern that
UPS offered no courses dealing
with the role of sex stereotyping
in education. She stated that this
is the kind of course needed by
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all teachers in order to bring to
an end one kind of bias
incorporated into education and
society.
The presentation leaders, four
of whom teach in Tacoma Public
Schools, rotated the class
through five discussion sections
on sexism in society and school
systems.

IDENTITY FORMATION
Hanson led a discussion of
formation of sexual identity by
cultural factors and social
pressures. She listed sources of
presuppositions about sex roles
as the family, language, religion,
social mores, education,
literature, the media, and
advertising.
Hanson pointed to
widespread use of cliches about
women and numerous
derogatory names for women
that lack parallels for men as
two influences of language on
images for sexual identity.
Junior high students whose
families have not had a steady
influence on them felt social
mores of their peer group
presented the strongest influence
in formation of sex roles and
identity. None of the students
polled chose religion as a major
influence today.
Ms. Bos, an elementary
school teacher, dealt with sexism
in the curriculum. She
questioned participants about
attitudes which give students
clues to assumed limits of sexual
identity. She suggested teachers
listen to the meaning of their
own words: "Act like a lady."
"Boys don't cry." "Which one
of you strong boys can help
me?"
She pointed out that less is
expected of a girl athletically
and less of a boy academically in
grade school. Textbooks reflect
this bias, depicting
predominantly boys and men in
active and career roles. In a
health textbook currently used
in Tacoma, only three women
appear. Two are wearing aprons,
and the other is the school
nurse.
Bos contrasted this to
mothers of students who are
active and often employed
outside the home.
She suggested teachers help
students question assumed roles:
Is it all right for women to drive
trucks? For boys to play with
dolls? "In education, is our
purpose to offer choices and

alternatives, or is it to promote
the same education that we
had 9 "
Tom Nelson led a
presentation on discrimination
against women's athletics within
schools and professionally.
He pointed out that, as in
other areas, women need role
models in sports. Even where
they exist, their status is not
equal to that of men. While
Billie Jean King may earn
$100,000 in a season playing
tennis, Rod Laber earns
$290,000 in the same season.
Nelson said women want
equal time, equal publicity, and
equal payment for excellence in
sports. They want to be taken
seriously.
This inequality starts in the
schools. In Puyallup schools,
women discover their
importance when they are
required to play tennis in the fall
so men students can play in the
spring.
In terms of space and
funding, women come in last in
school sports programs.
Women's varsity sports are
almost nonexistent. When they
do have varsity programs, such
as track or tennis teams, funding
and news coverage of women's
meets are minimal by
comparison with those of men's
teams.
These symptoms are based on
conditioned attitudes about
sex-role stereotyping. The
majority of women junior high
students questioned by Nelson
were enthusiastic about wanting
to play baseball (not softball)
and football. However, when
men students were asked if
women should be on varsity
teams with men, given the same
athletic skills, 70 per cent said
no.
Changes in sports programs in
favor of women are coming
about as result of fear of legal
suits, rather than a positive
perspective that sports should
expand to give women athletic
opportunities, Nelson said.
Discussion of discrimination
in employment was led by Tim
Taylor.
Statistics from the Women's
Rights Committee of the
Washington Federation of
Teachers reveal major
discrepancies in salaries for men
and women for the same
professions. [See chart.]
At the time the Equal Rights
Amendment was approved by
the voters in 1972, the state
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school superintendent issued a
statement that Washington's
public schools had fewer women
administrators than the national
average. Between 1966-67 and
1 9 7 0-7 1 , the number had
declined. In 1966-67, 78 women
headed elementary schools in
the state. By 1970-71, the
number had dropped to 69.
Women represented
respectively eight and seven per
cent of all Washington State
elementary school principals
during these two school terms,
in contrast with the 1970-71
national average of 21 per cent.
No women served as
secondary school principals in
Washington either year.
Nationwide, the percentage of
women administrators at this
level was about three.
Looking at awareness of
sexuality and sex roles in junior
high students, Sam Rodwell
emphasized that rigidity of
stereotypes acts as a
disadvantage to both sexes.
Those who stray are labeled
"tomboy" or "sissy." Students
retain the belief that most
differences in sex-role behavior
are due to biology.

TRAIT INSTILLING
Actually, the instilling of
opposite traits for the two sexes
begins very early. Masculine
activity is contrasted to feminine
passivity. When young people
begin to seek approval, mainly
from the other sex, rather than
parents, they must deal with the
tension of trying to attract and
be attractive by acting as an
"opposite" sex, approximately
all the behaviors those
stereotypes imply. This contrasts
with earlier friendships between
sexes which often spring from
similarities in behaviors and
interests.
Bergeson concluded the
session with a brief summary of
her experiences counseling
students caught up, as we all are,
in sex-role conditioning.
She said that sex-role
stereotyping cannot be separated
from social pressures about
sexuality. Such pressures raise
questions for students about
themselves, their bodies, and sex
itself.
"By the high school level, the
double standard is running
strong and true," Bergeson
stated. Sex stereotypes exist at
all economic levels among

students. The appearance of
stronger stereotypes at lower
economic levels is really due to a
more open acknowledgment that
such social sex roles exist.
Women's prowess in
academics drops in secondary
schools, when social approval
depends on not being too smart.
Those few women who take
harder classes find their work
translated into a representation
of the ability of women
generally. If they do too well,
they are suspected of being
favored by the instructor
because they are women.
"Teachers are the most
important influence in the
classroom," Bergeson told the
class. She asked teachers to take
a look at their own hangups, and
be available as listeners to
students.
Bergeson sees the women's
movement as "a humanizing
process to allow all of us to be a
little freer." Men as well as
women need to look at men's
and women's traditional roles
and recognize needs for change.
We need an open view of sex
and sexuality, with an end to
prejudicial biases. "Teachers,"
she stated, "have a responsibility
to begin to deal with students
differently, allowing them to get
to the base of questions about
themselves and their sexuality."
Changing behavior away from
sex-role stereotyping, she
emphasized, means changes for
all of us.

Women's studies
committee formed
The UPS Women Studies
Advisory Committee held its
first meeting Wednesday. The
purpose of the committee is to
evaluate, give direction, and
otherwise maintain a permanent
advisory position for the Women
Center.
The committee is composed
of six students, six faculty, three
staff, three alumni and two
administrative members.
The members include
Suzanne Barnett, Rosemary
VanArsdel, Tom Sinclair, Walter
Lowrie, Anneke Mason,
Florence Wilson, Joan Lynott,
Pat Dougherty, Marlene Arthur,
Yvonne Pritchett, Nina Poletika,
Marcy Jefferson, Nancy
Labovitz, Dona Gilman, Susan
Irelan, Ilene Molinder, Dessel
Hamilton, and Tanya Brunke.
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Ted Harris replaces DeRocher
as School of Education director
by Alan Smith
Dr. Theodore Harris,
professor of education, has been
appointed to the post of director
of the School of Education,
according to an announcement
released this week by President
Philip Phibbs.
The appointment followed
the resignation of Ernest
DeRocher, who has held the
position since 1970; previously,
DeRocher served as director of
development or the Oregon
State System of Higher
Education in Portland.
"Professor DeRocher has
given outstanding leadership to
the School of Education during
a crucial period of its life,"
Phibbs said in his
announcement. "The
developments in personnel,
curriculum and new programs
under his guidance have been
truly remarkable."
Dr. Harris is a specialist in
developmental and remedial
reading and in the psychology of
learning. He received his Ph.D.
from the University of Chicago
and assumes the post as a
well-known national educational
leader.
The new director is past
president of the International
Reading Association, a
55 ,000 - m e m ber organization
which attempts to improve the
quality of reading through
research and communication.
Harris also has served as a
reading consultant to elementary
and secondary schools in several
states and has collaborated in
the preparation of films on the
teaching of reading.

administration.
In addition, the School of
Education at that time was not
located in its present Howarth
Hall, but was spread all over
campus. The accreditation team
told UPS that its education
facilities would have to be more
consolidated than conditions
then allowed.
In the fall of 1970, DeRocher
assumed the directorship and
was given the task of whipping
the program into shape prior to
the 1974 NCATE visit.
The result of his and Harris'
efforts was the 193-page NCATE
report, a self-study of UPS'
educational program and the
first step to accreditation or
accreditation in the areas UPS
has designated.
By 1972-73 the school had
cut its employment of adjunct
professors from 15 to 0, and just
about doubled the number of
full-time faculty.
Many of the new full-timers
had specialized skills in certain
areas of education (counseling
and guidance, reading,
administration, evaluation and
statistics), and they were used to
develop stronger programs,
especially in the graduate school,
in these areas.
Although Harris feels the
school will get the accreditation
it seeks, he doesn't believe the
school can afford to stop
improving its program.
Accreditation will indicate a
"high standard of performance,"
for our school, Harris said, and it
will mean that the school's
graduates can be accepted to
teach anywhere in the United
States, but the "self-study
document is only a starting

develop a "continuing system of
program evaluation such that
feedback from the results of
evaluations lead to constructive
change where such is indicated."
The undergraduate program
should be improved, Harris
wrote. He called for
"imaginative program
development and consensus on
curriculum means and ends."
As far as the curriculum is
concerned, he said he wanted to
begin discussions on whether to
move toward a "competency-based , individualized
sequence of professional study."
Such a competency-based
program makes use of "modular
components." That is, a specific
skill, such as learning how to
administer a reading test, is
equivalent to a modular
component.
Students might, as an
example, have 160 of these
components that they would
have to master before
graduation. The advantage of
such a system, Harris said, is that
it allows for more individualized
instruction and enables the
student to move pretty much at
his own pace.
The disadvantage is that not
all courses can reduce its subject
matter to a list of specific skills
to be mastered. Harris thinks an
ideal curriculum would use both
methods.
In addition Harris wants to:
Regularize the internal
processing of students,
Validate grading practices
and correlate grades to
professional performance,
—Continue long-range
planning for the school, and
Plan and implement
master's theses and projects and
produce a handbook for
graduate students defining these
theses and projects.

Dr. Theodore Harris

Cheryl Doten

Bruce Meyers named to law staff

His appointment is effective
immediately.
The major accomplishment of
both DeRocher's and Harris' last
five years here, Harris said in an
interview this week, was the
development of a self-study
report for the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE).
UPS is seeking NCATE
accreditation of its advanced
program in reading and
reaccreditation of the
undergraduate programs for
elementary and secondary
teachers, and the advanced
programs for elementary and
secondary teachers and
principals and guidance
counselors.
A team of 11 people will
inspect the school's programs
and make accreditation
recommendations when it arrives
on campus during the last week
of next October.
The visit will be the second
one in the past five years. In
1969, Harris explained, UPS
received an accreditation visit
and was told it would need to
expand its program and facilities
if it was to remain accredited.
The objections to the
education program then were 1)
there were more adjunct
professors (part-time) than
full-time ones; 2) more faculty
specialization was needed, to be
concentrated in certain areas;
and 3) the graduate program was
strong only in the area of
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point for getting down to work
on building a better program."
In a memo Harris sent to all
education faculty, containing
some of his own impressions of
where UPS now stands—he
emphasized the these were only
his personal opinion—he
outlined what he believed to be
the strengths and weaknesses of
the program.
"I would judge us to be
stronger than in 1970 on several
points," Harris wrote. "Physical
facilities are immeasurably
better for the School of
Education as a whole exept for
Science Education and
Counseling ... "
He said the Learning
Resource Center and library
holdings are plus factors.
Another plus has been the
"incorporation of field
experience into methods
classes," and graduate programs
in educational administration,
guidance and counseling, and
reading are much stronger now.
Graduate students are being
processed more efficiently than
ever before.
Adjunct professors are no
longer relied upon to provide the
bulk of teaching loads, and the
school is strong on the use of
guidelines of learned and
professional societies.
On other points, however,
Harris doubted whether
substantial progress has been
made:
He thinks the school shouici

Bruce F. Meyers has been
named to the post of assistant
dean for placement and financial
aid at the School of Law. He will
also serve as an assistant
professor.
Meyers has an undergraduate
degree from the University of
Washington, a degree from the
UW's School of Law, and a juris
doctorate from George
Washington University.
He also spent a year with the
Brown University graduate
program.
After 28 years of service in

the U.S. Marine Corps, he has
most recently been serving as a
trial attorney in such fields as
personal injury, products
liability, police and municipality
defense in tort, and plaintiff in

consumer protection.
also be given the opportunity to
invite any expert resource
persons it feels would be
valuable to have at the
conference.

Big play of the game.

UPS invited
to participate

in conference
The University of Puget
Sound has been invited by the
Danforth Association to
participate in a "Teaching and
Learning" seminar to be held
next November.
President Philip Phibbs made
the announcement before Spring
Break.
A total of 15 institutions will
participate in the seminar. To
participate each college had to
develop in depth a topic of
concern to that particular
institution and to higher
education in general.
The topic UPS developed for
consideration was "curricular
plans for the future," Phibbs
said.; The topic was based on the
current work of the UPS Ad Hoc
Curriculum Committee, which is
reviewing the curriculum with an
eye to the future.
The president of the
university, a trustee, three
faculty members, and a student
will participate in the five-day
conference.
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UPS students help
at Tacoma's Remann Hall
by Marcy Christiansen
This week, April 21-27, has
been proclaimed National
Volunteer Week. This time has
been designated to honor and
express gratitude to those who
have devoted their time to
volunteer work. The week is also
a specific reminder of the
continual need for volunteers in
the Tacoma area.
The Broadway Plaza in
downtown Tacoma will be the
site for a Volunteer Fair to be
sponsored by the Volunteer
Bureau on May 8.
Music and entertainment will
set the atmosphere for the 66
Pierce County volunteer agencies
represented at the fair, which
will be held from 2 to 3 p.m. in
the former Kress Building. Each
agency will have its own booth
with literature and cassettes and
slide presentations showing
volunteers in action.
This will provide the public
with the opportunity to become
acquainted with all facets of
volunteer work which serves
people of all ages and from all
walks of life.
The primary purpose of the
fair is to provide an opportunity
for professionals and the public
to discuss specific needs, ideas,
and questions about volunteer
service in this county. The
public, and especially college
students, are urged to attend the
kickoff luncheon preceeding the
fair, at 12:30 in the 565 Club
Restaraunt.
The luncheon will feature
George Romney, chairman of
the Board of the National Center
for Voluntary Action.
Reservations for the luncheon
can be made and additional
information obtained about the
Volunteer Fair from Betty Hash
at the Volunteer Bureau,
BR2-4263, in Tacoma.
Of the many programs in the
Tacoma area, UPS volunteers are
involved at Remann Hall, one of
the area's juvenile halls. There is
a continual demand for
volunteers at Remann Hall and
interested persons are
encouraged to call Volunteer
Coordinator Lynn Smith at
593-4490. The volunteer
coordinator here at UPS is
Marcy Jefferson, who can be
reached at Ext. 4535 or in the
ASUPS Annex from 12 to 3
p.m. weekdays.
Remann Hall provides social
rehabilitation and supervised
shelter for Pierce County youth,
ages 8-18. The institution is
divided into two sections,
Section A being for juvenile
delinquents or those who have
been involved with the law and
are in Remann Hall for legal
reasons.
Volunteers work primarily
with wards in Section B. These
are the dependent or parentless
youth who come from broken
homes or are unwanted by their
families. This group takes regular

academic and vocational classes
at the hall from 9-12 and 1-3
daily.
Volunteers act as student
teachers or aides in these classes.
Volunteers also assist in the
afternoon recreation program by
getting games going, taking kids
swimming or assisting on field
trips. Volunteers also
accompany the youth on trips to
dental or eye clinics. Spending
time and talking with a youth is
the most important thing a
volunteer can do. By this he lets
the youth know that he's worth
another person's time.
Evenings at Remann Hall are
packed full of activities; classes
and clinics are provided to prepare
the youth for returning to their
families or foster-homes and
functioning in society again.
Monday nights the hall is
transformed into a beauty clinic,
complete with barbers, hairdryers
and volunteers to give haircuts,
sets, permanents and manicures
plus instruction on personal
grooming.
There is also a weekly clinic
where eyesight is diagnosed and
recommendation for
professional care is made. Dental
check-ups are provided,
appointments are made for
dental work and instruction on
personal dental care is given.
Volunteers help in these
clinics and also in the first aid
class. During this weekly
workshop youth are instructed
in the basics of first aid—how to
treat cuts and bruises, wrap
bandages, and call for
professional help.
All activities and classes are
geared to meet the youth's needs
for successful return to society.
UPS volunteers say that one of
the most satisfying aspects of
the program at Remann Hall is
the opportunity to work with a
"case aide." In this branch of
the program a volunteer visits
and spends time with a youth
who is "on the outs"—one who
has been released from Remann
Hall.
Activities might range from a
walk in the park to feed the
ducks, to a trip for ice-cream at
Baskin-Robbins, or even a
possible flight in a private plane.
This provides a change of
pace for the youth and most
important, provides a chance to
talk and build a relationship
with another person. This time
spent together builds the
previously unwanted youth's
confidence; someone is taking
time just to be with him.
That's what volunteer work
at Remann Hall is all about.
Although there is no salary
involved the volunteer's payoff
comes in an oftentimes more
valuable way—the satisfaction of
serving and giving of one's self
and time to help another person.
The most valuable payment of
all could be to help a youth
develop the assurance that
maybe life's not so bad after all.
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James Chalfant, sophomore from Boise, is one of 15 students traveling with Dr. Bob
Albertson in Thailand, Nepal and India. In Rashtrapati Bhavan, the regal residence of former
viceroys of India and now the home of Indian President Sri V. V. Gin, Chalfant and his
friends were granted an audience with Gin. They took morning tea with the venerable
public servent and discussed India's history, her most illustrious personalities and significant
events.

Jurists meet

to start up
law fraternity
A distinguished group of
jurists gathered March 2 at the
chambers of the Washington
Court of Appeals, Division II, in
the Tacoma Mall to participate
in the installation of the newest
chapter of Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity International.
The chapter was named in
honor of Harry S. Truman, a
distinguished member of the
fraternity.
After the ceremonies in
which 14 members of the UPS
Law School student body were
initiated as charter members, the
group adjourned to an
installation banquet at the
Rodeway Inn which was
attended by additional members
of the local bar.
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Doesn't consider UPS a 'beat':

Policeman joins security staff
by Seri Wilpone

Faculty Senate hears report on 'W' grades

SIX

program encouraging continuing
increase of faculty proficiency as
teacher/scholars."
The senate also acted to
accept College Level
Examination Program Subject
Examinations (CLEP) for credit
for Accounting 210, Political
Science 111, Mathematics 121,
Biology 101, Chemistry 104,
Economics 101 and 102, English
Composition (1/2 unit), and
Psychology 101.

exists until a new director is
hired. Any changes that are
made will not be made until
they are adequately discussed
with all involved.
Ottgen added that he will be
on campus full time working
different shifts, and that he will
be available for anyone who
wants to talk to him.
Stuckey and Ottgen
reaffirmed the original concept
of the Safety/Security Office as
being the antithesis of a police
force on campus.
"The students are the eyes
and ears on campus. They are
not expected to be policemen,
but are given basic training so
they can handle emergencies. If
the emergency demands the
services of the police, then the
police will be called; if the
situation calls for counseling,
counseling will be provided; if an
ambulance needs to be called,
this fact will be recognized and
the appropriate action taken,"
Stuckey said.
Although a new
Safety/Security director should
be found within the next few
months, Ottgen will remain on
campus for 15 to 18 months
serving as assistant to the new
director. Ottgen will help train
students to identify problems
and take appropriate action, in
addition to compiling some
written guidelines for the office.
Before Spring Break, there
were rumors circulating that the
police were conducting a
clean-up campaign on campus.
This is not the case, Stuckey and
Ottgen claim. They suggest that
students who are concerned
about any rumors they hear
contact either Ottgen or Stuckey
to clear up the problem.

David Halberstam to speak here
UPSNB—David Halberstam,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author for
his coverage of the Vietnam War
as a correspondent for the New
York Times, will deliver a special
lecture at the University of
Puget Sound Monday, May 13,
at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Building lounge.
A nationally noted journalist,
Halberstam is author of The Best
and the Brightest, a book
indicting senior officials of the
Kennedy and Johnson
administration as "variously
vain, foolish, arrogant, ignorant
and deceptive" which was called
by Saturday Review "the most
important book on public policy
to be published ... "
The guest speaker has been
called a "legend in American
journalism" by Harper's
Magazine. He is a 1955 graduate
of Harvard University who
joined the New York Times staff
in 1960. Following his Vietnam
assignment, Halberstam was sent
to Poland by the Times and,
after a year, was expelled by the
communists for his hard-hitting
stories on the economic malaise
in that country.
The Making of a Quagmire, a
book based on the speaker's
knowledge and experience in
Indochina, was published by
Random House in 1965; his
latest book about that country,
Ho, was published in 1970. He
also is the author of The
Unfinished Odyssey of Robert
Kennedy and of two novels, The
Noblest Roman and One Very
Hot Day, and is at work on a
major book which will discuss
the effect of 20 years of cold
war and of science and
technology on American
political processes.
Formerly a contributing
editor for Harper's, Halberstam
concentrated on the social and
political turbulence of
contemporary America with
articles on such political figures
as Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Bobby Kennedy, Mayor Richard
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Daley, Lyndon Johnson and
McGeorge Bundy and Robert
McNamara.
One of America's most
distinguished and controversial
journalists, one of the first to
oppose U.S. intervention in
Indochina, and one of the
country's most respected
students of government power
and bureaucracy, Halberstam
presently is one of the most
popular lecturers on college
campuses across the nation.
He speaks on a variety of
political issues of concern to

Americans—Watergate, the
growth of presidential power
and the strained relationship
between government and the
media, comparing and
contrasting "terribly small,
narrow-minded" men of the
Nixon administration to the
"best and the brightest" of the
Kennedy/Johnson years, whose
intelligence was "untempered by
wisdom."
The public may attend the
complimentary event, sponsored
by the UPS Associated Student
Body's Artist and Lecture Series.
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evaluation system, a faculty
development program, and a
committee to advise
development of a faculty center.
The proposed evaluation
system would evaluate faculty
members for reappointment,
promotion, and tenure every
three years, with the exceptions
that instructors will be evaluated
annually and assistant professors
(non-tenured) during their first
and third years of assistantship.
The first evaluation will be
made by a committee of three
members of the faculty
member's department or school,
appointed by the University
Committee on Faculty
Appointments.
The university committee on
appointments will then evaluate
the faculty member. After all
the evaluations the dean will
report to the faculty member, if
he desires, information from the
evaluation procedure which
might help him in his
professional development.
The dean shall maintain two
files—the first open to the
faculty member and those who
evaluate him, containing
information on research and
publications, participation in
university affairs and
community services, student
course evaluations, and other
material which the faculty
member may wish to include.
The second file will be open
to only the University
Evaluation Committee, the dean
of the university, and the
president. It shall contain
confidential letters, peer
evaluations, raw data of student
evaluations, evaluations from the
departmental evaluation
committee, and any
communications between the
evaluators.
Decisions on promotion will
be made on the basis of:
effective teaching, professional
growth, and participation in
university and community
affairs.
Decisions on appointment
will be made on the basis of
"training appropriate to the
position filled and promise in
teaching and scholarship."
Tenure decisions will be
based upon "proven excellence
in teaching, distinct evidence of
scholarship and service, and the
personal and professional
characteristics that promise to
make him an effective member
of the university for the balance
of his career."
The committee also
recommended the development
of a Faculty Development
Program. The program should be
funded and have a physical
location, the report states. The
program would be implemented
to "improve the quality of
learning at UPS through a

Mas ter Ar

An Academic Standard
Committee report to the Faculty
Senate Monday stated registrar,
Olivia Arnason, had informed
the committee that "her office is
plagued with difficulties and
problems in interpreting and
recording various grades."
The committee found
ambiguities in the grading
system and "ignorance on the
part of everyone concerned
(faculty, students, staff).
Moreover, these problems have
been compounded by the fact
that changes in the grading
system have been instituted
informally and without faculty
action."
The decision was made to
follow "the last legal action of
the faculty" in regard to grading.
The report dealt with the grades
Withdrawal (W), Withdrawal
Failing (WF), and Withdrawal
Unofficial (WU).
Withdrawals from a class will
not be handled between the
instructor and the registrar's
office. The student will make his
desire to withdraw known to
both the office of the registrar
and his instructor. Students will
no longer be responsible for
processing their own forms.
The grade of W will be
assigned for a course when a
student has either followed the
correct procedure for
withdrawal from that course, or
when he has withdrawn from the
university. A student who
receives a W is expected to have
done work of passing quality.
A student may drop a course,
without its appearance on his
transcript during the first four
weeks of the semester. After
that the withdrawal shall be
recorded. After the midterm,
withdrawals will automatically
be graded WF, unless the
instructor specifically requests a
W.
A student may withdraw
from a class until 5 p.m. of the
last day of classes of the
semester. The W is a final grade
and does not count in the
computation of the grade point
average.
The grade WF disappeared
from the catalog without any
faculty action and its validity is
therefore being affirmed by the
committee. A WF is assigned
when a student if not passing
the course at the time of
withdrawal. It is counted as an F
in computing the grade point
average.
A grade of WU is assigned by
the instructor and/or the
registrar whenever the correct
procedure for withdrawal has
not been followed.
In other action, the senate
tabled for one week action on a
report of the Professional
Standards Committee
recommending a faculty
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Duane Ottgen

A Tacoma policeman and
senior in public administration
at UPS, Investigator Duane
Ottgen, has been on campus
since before Spring Break,
helping out in the
Safety/Security Office.
Ottgen, "on loan" from the
Tacoma Police Department, is
serving as acting director of
Safety/Security until a new
director, to replace James
Guthrie who resigned from that
office two months ago, is found,
vice president and bursar Lloyd
Stuckey explained recently.
Since Guthrie's resignation
two Safety/Security personnel,
Terry Finney and Cheryl Wion,
have been doing three persons'
work.
"Finny and Wion were
becoming physically and
emotionally worn down," Dean
for Students John English said.
"We felt something had to be
done. We had to bring someone
in on an interim basis."
A meeting among English,

Stuckey, Police Chief Lyle
Smith, and City Manager William
V. Donaldson resulted in the
idea to recruit a member of the
police force to serve as interim
director of Safety/Security.
"It was pointed out at the
meeting that UPS cannot be
isolated from the rest of the
community. The city is willing
to provide the Safety/Security
service, but the university must
do its own housekeeping. The
city needs to understand the
campus as much as the campus
needs to understand the police,"
Stuckey said.
The Tacoma Police
Department is paying Ottgen's
salary while he is here, in
exchange for some services that
will be provided to the city by
the university. Some possibilities
for the exchange include
providing tuition for city
employees to take classes here or
loaning a business administration
faculty member to help the city
with the budget.
"Even though Ottgen is on
loan to us, he is still a part of
our institution; he is as
thoroughly ours as Guthrie,"
Stuckey emphasized.
Ottgen concurred with this
statement.
"The police are not taking
over security. I am working
within the university system, not
patrolling a beat. I do not see
the university's philosophy
toward safety/security as
incompatible with mine. If our
philosophies were incompatible,
I would not be here," Ottgen
explained.
Ottgen said he did not plan to
make any radical changes in the
Safety/Security Office. His goal
is to maintain what already
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Gadre discusses concept of zero, why it had to originate in India
by Ron Cunningham
"Practical application of any
innovation," anthropologist
Pramod Gadre said at the April
22 meeting of the Daedalus
Society, "has a far better appeal
than the abstract ideologies.
Often in the process of diffusion
of an invention, the ideological
foundations are either distorted
or totally lost."
When the Arabs brought the
concept of zero west from India,
they too left the philosophical
base behind. The zero, long
referred to by such names as the
"origin," has been an integral
part of the growth of
mathematics and every science
and every field which uses
scientific methodology.
Even today, for a system of
numbers to exist there need to
be an element which has the
properties of the zero.
The Persians, Gadre said,
were the first people to use a
positional zero, in the sixth
century B. C. The Mayans
developed other properties -of
zero so similar in application to
the Hindu zero that American
anthropologist Alfred Kroeber
believed that the reasonings
behind the Indian and Mayan
zeroes were identical.
"Sometime around the turn
of the eighth century A.D. the
zero developed from Hindu
conceptual foundations were
passed on to the Europeans by
Arab mathematicians, concerned
more with the applications than
the foundations," Gadre stated.
"However, in India, many
such ideas underlying the
concept of zero are often taken
for granted. Though hardly
discussed, they are present in the
undercurrents of the Indian
thought process."
Foundations for this concept
can be found in the Vedas and
Upanishads. "It is from the fund
of ideas generated by these
sources that an Indian mind
takes his cues for perception of

reality as well as non-reality,"
Gadre said.
Satpatha
From the
Brahmana: "This Universe in
truth, in the beginning was
nothing at all. There was no
heaven, no earth, no
atmosphere. This being, that,
was solely non-Being, conceived
a wish, May I be!"
From the Maitri Upanishad:
"Verily, in the beginning this
world was Brahma, the limitless
One ... "
From the foundation of the
One as nothing and yet
everything grew the significance
of the syllable Om.
"Higher than the original syllable,
Is the point, the echo higher than this,
The syllable vanishes with the sound,
The highest state is silent."

(Dhyanabindti ITpanishad)

"Since the main object of the
Yoga technique is to lead the
seeker from the known to the
unknown, the contemplation of
the syllable Om was superseded
by the toneless m-syllable, the
reverbation of the Om," Gadre
continued. This "silent"
morpheme thus was represented
by a dot. Later the sound was
represented by a circle.
"Another Hindu notion that
deserves comment," Gadre said,
"is the concept of increase in
value. The concept of increase is
reflected in multiplication rather
than in addition. Increase in
value means something more
than the values of two numbers
taken together. Even in
multiplication the extreme limit
is always zero. An expression
such as 'three multiplied by zero

incarnations from the fish to
Brahma; the tenth incarnation is
yet to come.
The symbolic significance of
the number one refers to
Brahma in that one is a part of
every number. The great step
was taken when the one was
merged with the zero, or dot, to
become ten, representative of
the convergence of two
symbols for Brahma to give the
tenth incarnation.

is reduced to a zero shows a
lack of perception. Actually, the
value of a number in such a case
increased to such enormous
proportions that it is enveloped
into the zero, like atman into
the Brahman."
The Hindu mathematicians
first developed the numerals one
through nine. There was no
accident in the decision to have
nine numerals, Gadre claims.
Nine represents the number of

Goman to attend
librarian's institute
personnel and to redesign
preparation programs. It is
planned to contribute to the
new competency-based teacher
certification programs in the
four states.
Participants will work with
public school personnel who
have identified the skills and
training needed for school
librarians at previous phases of
the institute. Together they will
create new programs which will
form the basis of library
education for future school
librarians.
Go ma n has been associated
with UPS since 1952, 11 years as
a librarian and 11 as instructor
for the School of Education.

Mrs. LaVerne Goman is one
of seven educators in the field of
library science who have been
selected from the states of
Washington, Oregon, Alaska, and
Hawaii to attend an institute at
Lake Wilderness Continuing
Education Center from May
6-10.
This institute is sponsored by
the School of Librarianship,
University of Washington, under
a grant from the U.S. Office of
Education.
The institute is designed for
school library media supervisory
personnel and for instructors in
library media education
programs in colleges and
universities, in order to upgrade

Barnett delivers China paper

Dr. Pramod Gadre

Mexican-Americau
children seblect

a
dynamic factor in China's
'modern transformation.' "
Other schools represented in
Barnett's group included the
University of Chicago, Cornell
University, Ohio State, and Kean
State in Newark.
Barnett said she met many
individuals, including John and
Wilma Fairbank, UPS' 1974
Brown and Haley lecturers, and
other European and American
historians, who expressed an
interest in UPS

Suzanne Barnett, professor of
history, delivered a paper at an
April 1-3 meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies in
Boston.
Barnett was one of four
China experts to read papers
related to the topic "Statecraft
Scholarship in Ch'ing China."
The panel discussion drew a
large and distinguished crowd
and, Barnett thought, "helped
further a vision of nineteenth
century Chinese Confucianism as

of Mersin paper
A paper entitled "The Effect
of Personal and Impersonal
Rewards on the Learning
Performance of Field
Independent-Dependent
Mexican-American Children,"
co-authored by UPS' Dr. Steve J.
Morelan, was presented at the
American Educational Research
Association Annual Meeting in
Chicago, April 19.
The other author was Dr.
Flora Ida Ortiz, assistant
professor of Mexican-American
Studies at the University of
California, Riverside.
The paper examined the
cognitive style and type of
rewards (feedback) on learning a
paired associate list. The results
demonstrated the
Mexican-American children,
regardless of cognitive style,
required fewer trials when
personal rewards were
employed.
The claim by some educators
that educational programs
should be individualized on the
basis of cognitive style and that
failures in school can be
explained on the basis of
cognitive style was not
supported.
Rather, the results generally
support the position that
personalized social
reinforcement is an important
consideration for classroom
instruction. The process of
educating Mexican-American
children is more complex than
matching cognitive styles to an
instruction program.
In 1973 Dr. Morelan joined
the UPS faculty in the School of
Occupational Therapy as
graduate program coordinator.
He received his doctorate from
the University of Oregon in
1972 and was on the faculty at
the University of California,
Riverside in the Special
Education Department.
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Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
x, ÷).
basic four (+,
It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point throughout its 200-decade range.
Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them.

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Hewlett-Packard makes the most
advanced pocket-sired computer
calculators in the World.
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University of Puget Sound Bookstore
1500 No. Warner Tacoma, Washington 98416
(206) 759-3521
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Armchair
Expert
with Dann Tillinghast

League raids Raiders
If I were George Blanda, that venerable old Oakland Raider
field goal kicker, I'd start making some demands.
Like I'd demand a new rocking chair. And a heated raincoat
to wear out on the field. And about $200,000 a year.
You see, George Blanda isn't just a venerable old field goal
kicker anymore. He's now the venerable old Oakland quarterback.
The only Oakland quarterback.
And what happened to the other Oakland quarterbacks, one
might ask? They have joined a rapidly growing crowd and cast their
lot with that young upstart World Football League.
Daryle Lamonica has taken advantage of the new league to
fulfill the old American dream. Lamonica recently signed a
$1,000,000 contract with the Southern California Sun. I can't really
blame Lamonica. After two bad games last season he was benched in
favor of Kenny Stabler. So Lamonica didn't owe Oakland anything
anyway.
As far as Kenny Stabler goes, he gave up his first string job
with the Raiders to return to his native Alabama where he is more
popular than George Wallace, Colonel Sanders, and the Gray Ghost all
rolled into one.
Stabler loves Alabama and probably would have signed for
peanuts (though he is safely in the cashew tax bracket). He reportedly
told Oakland not to even try to bid against the new franchise.
So it looks like George Blanda is in the driver's seat now. In
more ways than one. And it looks like the Raiders, whom I follow
religiously, are in a hurt.
Now I'm all in favor of the World Football League. I laughed
uproariously when Czonka, Kiick, and Warfield signed with Toronto. I
chuckled gleefully when Calvin Hill and Craig Morton left Dallas to
sign with the new league.
But now they've struck right at the heart! My Raiders!
Without a field general! I can see it now. Next time Oakland and
Miami meet it won't be for the Super Bowl. It will probably be for
last place.
Everyone thought the World Football League was going to be
a joke. But as of last week, with the list of accomplishments reading
Csonka, Kiick, Warfield, Hill, Morton, Lamonica, Stabler and steadily
growing, it looked like one thing is for certain.
The World Football League is here to stay.

The first thing your
Geology prof says
is,"Now I assume
you all have a
working knowledge
of Calculus!'

Brian Mittelstaedt

Runner describes race psychology
by Jim Balich
Last Saturday afternoon in its
sixth dual meet, the UPS track
team traveled to Bellingham and
collected an 86-77 victory over
Western Washington.
Despite Western's adding of
unscheduled events in the
steeplechase and hammer
throw—a blatant attempt at
exploiting the Logger's lack of
depth—UPS countered with dual
triumphs by Jim Catalinich (440
yd and 220 yd runs); Brian
Mittelstaedt (1 mile and 3 mile
runs); Roger Rowe (long jump
and triple jump); and Chuck
Bingham.
Rowe broke his own record
in the triple jump, soaring to the
49-foot, 4 3/4 inches mark, while
Bingham established a new
standard in the hammer throw,
at 108 feet.
Ken Johnson, Harvey
Horwitz, and Bob Slee added
single victories to complete the
UPS first place finishes.
Despite being weak in terms

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington •OLY'A
All Olympia empties are recyclable

of depth—with only two
performers, Slee and
Mittelstaedt—the distance
runners have contributed
significantly to the Loggers'
track success this season.
Distance running defies
precise verbal descriptions; to
fully appreciate it, one must try
it.
For the George Plimpton
types, a first-hand acquaintance
with the distance "experience"
is easily accessible. First, don a
pair of modest tennis shoes and
start running until you feel like
stopping. Then, keep running
until your chest pounds, thighs
and calfs cramp and head throbs.
Try to remember, the pain is all
in your head, and don't forget,
keep running.
I spoke with Brian
Mittelstaedt, current holder of
UPS records in the mile and 3
mile runs, about the rewards of
running distance.
"Actually, I enjoy it.
Running not only keeps you in
excellent condition but also
provides its own kind of
personal rewards," he said.
In longer distance races,
strategy is involved. Undefeated
in the mile this year,
Mittelstaedt described his
running strategy.
"There are two basic ways of
running distance: you can jump
out into the lead and hope to
stay there until the end. This
takes much more mental effort
and concentration but often
successfully demoralizes the rest
of the runners.
"My approach is to stay back
behind the pace-setter, usually
right on his heels and save my
concentration and effort until
the end. I wait until coming out
of the last turn to make my
move."

TEACHERS WANTED
Entire West, Midwest and South

SOUTHWEST TEACHERS AGENCY
1303 Central Ave. NE
Albquerque, New Mexico 87106
Bonded, Licensed and Member NATA
"Our 28th year"

In the distance events, the
head -to-head competition is
fierce, more apparent than in
many other athletic contests.
Each individual approaches the
competition in his own personal
style; however, some basic core
exists.
Both Mittelstaedt and Slee
agree, when trailing a
pace-maker, "you can't let him
know you're as tired as he is. A
good runner often stays as close
as possible—a constant reminder
that someone's waiting right
behind him."
The Loggers appear Saturday
at Baker Stadium for their first
and only home dual meet of the
season. Rival Seattle Pacific will
be here with a fine team and
many outstanding individual
competitors. To the long-time
track fan or to the merely
curious, tomorrow's track and
field meet should provide a
worthwhile afternoon of
entertainment.

Kelleher returns
to bonk T-Twins
The University of Puget
Sound turns out some top notch
baseball players. Just ask
Tacoma Twins manager, Cal
Ermer. Ermer's Tacoma team
lost a late spring training game
to the Denver Bears. And the
chief villian was ex-Logger star
Mick Kelleher.
Kelleher, who had only
recently been optioned to
Denver by the St. Louis
Cardinals, knocked in a pair of
runs to help defeat the T-Twins.
But that was only half of his
contribution. The slick fielding
shortstop was a part of four rally
killing double plays.
In other news of ex-Logger
players, Rich Hand was sent by
the California Angels to the
minor league camp for
reassignment.
Hand, who compiled a 4-3
record for the Angels in 1973,
had been mentioned as one of

the prime candidates for a
regular starting job.

My name is Jim Wheeler. I am a full—time
college student, with a wife and four children.
If your VW should need repairs or a tune—
up, I would appreciate your business.

SK 9-6255
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- Coach Bob Ryan returns to NW
Former Logger football coach
Bob Ryan has returned to the
Northwest to work.
Ryan, who coached at UPS
for eight years before going to
Hawaii, was hired by Jim Owens
to handle the University of
Washington junior varsity team.
He gave up an administrative
assistant position with Hawaii to
take the UW job.

TIM EVANS
Tim Evans, Blaine High
School basketball star, has
announced his intention of
enrolling at UPS. Evans, a
6-foot, 6-inch center, was an
outstanding performer for his
team in the State Class A
tournament last month.
WOMEN'S TRACK
PLU grabbed firsts in 11 of
13 events to smash the
University of Puget Sound
women's track team 70-36
recently.
The Loggers' only wins came
from Linda Winslow (13.06 in
the two-mile) and Sue Stubbs (4
feet, 8 inches in the high jump).

CREW
USC bested the UPS crew
team twice in a recent race. The
Trojans' varsity eight beat the
Loggers by 20 seconds in a
three-boat race. St. Mary's came

Women's crew

hopes to be
varsity sport
You may think that the
semester is about over, but for
the UPS Women's Crew team,
the racing season has just begun.
April 19 was the date of their
first race at the 11th annual
Corvallis Invitational Regatta
hosted by Oregon State
University. Women's teams in
competition were UPS, UW, UO,
PLU, OSU, SPC, Green Lake,
Lake Merritt Rowing Club (a top
California women's team), and
Lake Ewauna Rowing Club.
The regatta, which was held
on the Willamette River, was
almost cancelled because of four
feet of high water and an
extremely swift current traveling
250 feet per minute. Prior to
this race the UPS women's crew
had not raced on a river.
UPS entered in two races, the
women's lightweight and
heavyweight fours. Both races
were 1,000 meters in length.
Rowing in the lightweight
four were Carolyn James, Beth
Benefiel, Crystal Kanna, and
Gail Johnson.
In the heavyweight four were
Gail Burdick, Sally Swanson,
Bobbie Mayer, and Barb
McGraw. Terry Moon was
coxswain for both fours.
In the lightweight four race
U. of Oregon's "A" shell won
with a time of 4:32, followed by
OSU, and UPS. U. of
Washington's "A" shell won the
heavyweight four race with a
time of 3:51, followed by U. of
Oregon 4:11, and UPS 4:15.
Losing the two races has not
at all discouraged the UPS
women in their efforts to
produce a winning team.
Encouraged by the fact that
they are UPS' first all women's
club sport as recognized by the
UPS athletic board on April 4,
the women intend to become
UPS' first all women's varsity
sport, as recognized by the UPS
athletic board. However, since
the team has been in existence
for just two years, it must have
at least another year of existence
before becoming a varsity sport.
The women's racing schedule
is: PLU Invitational, American
Lake, May 5; Seward Cup
Invitational, Seattle, May 13;
and Northwest Women's
Championship, Seattle, May
18-19.
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in third. Twenty seconds was
also the margin of victory for
the Trojans in the JV contest.

of Whitman was the medalist,
with a score of 73.

SCHOLARSHIP
UPS FOURTH
With a jump of 16 notches,
the Logger baseball team joined
the nation's elite in the latest
baseball poll. UPS was ranked
fourth, only 11 points below
poll-leader Cal-Irvine. The top
ten: Cal-Irvine, Eckerd, Florida
State, UPS, Chico State, Eastern
Illinois, Ithaca, Cal State
Fullerton, Delta State, and San
Diego.

GOLFERS RAPPED
Taking it on the chin again,
the Logger golf team was rapped
306-332 by Whitman.
Dan Stafford and Pat Feutz
led UPS with scores of 77 and
78 respectively. Rick Wakeman

Rick Brown, a senior starter
on the UPS basketball team, has
been awarded a $1,000
postgraduate scholarship by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Brown is one of 15 cagers in
the nation to be so honored by
the NCAA and one of only three
Division II players to be
selected. He is the second Logger
to earn NCAA honors.

'PLAYERS OF WEEK'
Bill Mebesius, Portland first
baseman, and Darwin Jacobson,
Seattle second baseman, have
been selected as the first two
"Players of the Week" for the
North Pacific Baseball League.

Rick Brown

Rain interrupts spring
Playing whenever and
wherever they could because of
rain, the UPS Loggers managed
to play four games during the
Spring Break.
The Loggers opened
NOR-PAC play April 18 with a
narrow 7-5 loss to Seattle U. A
doubleheader with Portland was
rained out last Saturday.
Puget Sound went to McNeil
Island April 21 and handed PLU
its worse loss in many years.
Next outing for UPS will be a
NOR-PAC doubleheader at
Portland tomorrow. Sunday, the
Loggers will face PLU in a return
match at Cheney Stadium.

PLU
Curt McNeley cracked five

hits to lead the Loggers to a 23-2
thrashing of crosstown rival PLU
last Sunday.
McNeley's contribution was
just part of a 24-hit barrage
(featuring a six-run fourth inning
and an eight-run ninth inning)
that buried the hapless Lutes.
Larry Janowitz, who had all
the runs he needed by the
second inning, struck out 11
batters in going the distance. He
allowed PLU just five hits.
Other Logger hitting stars
included Steve Soike and Allan
Asay, who had back-to-back
homers in the fourth, and Robin
Hill, who had four hits.
PLU committed seven errors
in the ballgame while the
Loggers played flawless
defensively.

baseball

SEATTLE U
Seattle scored five runs in the
first inning on the way to a 7-5
decision over UPS.
The game opened North
Pacific League for the Loggers.
Despite the loss, Puget Sound
outhit (9-5) and outfielded the
university division Chieftains.
However, the Puget Sound cause
was hurt by seven walks given up
by the Logger pitchers.
Fred Gaines went three for
five to lead the hitting attack.

WESTERN WASHINGTON
Curt McNeley and Steve
Soike were the offensive stars as
the Loggers defeated Western
4-1.

McNeley, who went 2-3,
doubled in the first inning and
scored a run. In the seventh he
knocked in Marty Stevens. Soike
tripled in the third and scored
on a single by Dan Lipsey. He
also knocked in Al Asay in the
sixth with a single.
Steve Ward went the distance
for UPS to get credit for the
win. He struck out five men
along the way.

LEWIS AND CLARK
UPS got 16 hits to beat Lewis
and Clark 12-10. Curt McNeley
was the offensive star with six
runs batted in. Larry Janowitz
came in to preserve the victory
for the Loggers.

IT'S
LATER THAN
YOU THINK.
On_April 30, 1974., time runs out for you to enroll in the 2-year Air Force
ROTC Program on this campus. And here's what you'll be missing:
$100 a month, tax-free, during your junior and senior years.
the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab fees, the works).
a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon graduation.
plus
a future where the sky is no limit.
Contact_ University of Puget Sound, Capt. Dennis L. Primoli
at_ 756-3264
(Available only to college juniors or students having at least 2 academic
years left before graduation.)
Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC
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Simonson, Magee edit new anthology
of readings in religion, humanities
by Alan Smith

Cheryl Doten

Master's candidate Charles Gorrel displays pot.

About two years ago, Harold
P. Simonson, a professor of
English formerly at UPS and
now at the University of
Washington, conceived an idea
for a new book—an anthology of
readings especially edited for
"that growing public of young
and old who have begun to ask
ultimate questions about the
dimensions of human nature,"
not just a "collection of readings
about religion."
Although the idea for the
book was a good one, Simonson
knew he would need the help of
someone with a wide knowledge
of world literature. He turned to
John B. Magee, professor of
philosophy at UPS, and the
result of their efforts was
Dimensions of Man (Harper &
Row, 368 pp., $4.95), an
anthology which, in my opinion,
is a treasure for any college
student searching for the truth
about himself, his world, the
future, new directions, and
religious experience.
The outline of the book, in
fact, follows these five themes.
Part I begins with the self and its
environment; Part 2 explores the
self's world of experience and
points even beyond the world;
Part 3 considers the future as a
dimension of human experience;
Part 4 deals with contemporary

Master's ceramic work on display
UPSNB- Three University of
Puget Sound candidates for
master of art degrees will display
their anthology of ceramic
artwork at the Kittredge Art
Gallery, on campus, May 4-13.
The annual Masters of Fine
Arts Show will focus on the
works of Deborah Walker,
Charles Gorrell, and Alex Hart.
Walker received her B.F.A.
degree from UPS in 1972, and
has taught ceramics in the
Philippines. A native of Hawaii,
she has exhibited in the Puget
Sound area for the last five
years. She specializes in
delicately blown porcelain
bottles with the use of

Violinist Ager
to ploy tonight
Tonight violinist Susan Ager,
assisted by pianist Michael
Lobberegt, will present her
Senior Recital at 8:15 in the
Music Building's Jacobsen
Recital Hall. Featured are works
of Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven,
Ravel and the premiere of Prof.
Lawrence Ebert's "Suite for
Unaccompanied
Violin "—written for Susan Ager.

Engine House
No.9
Tavern Museum
611 No. Pine

Bicycle
Dog Days

crystalline-ash glazes.
Gorrell, a native of Albany,
Ore., earned a B.S. in secondary
art education at Oregon College
of Education in Monmouth, Ore.
After having taught high school
art for two years, he worked in
his own Albany studio for a
year, prior to coming to UPS.
He has exhibited in Onegon,
Washington, and Montana. In
addition to exhibitions, Gorrell
have been active in community
pottery demonstrations and has

directed several raku workshops.
Hart came to UPS a year ago,
after practicing law in
Connecticut for five years. He
also taught and administered a
Free School for two years,
operated a draft counseling
center, and taught selective
service law. His pottery is said to
be unique.
The public may view the
display from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, and on Sunday,
1-4 p.m.

Bank
with a
friend.
Puget Sound National Bank

directions of human thought and
research; and Part 5 includes
accounts of religious
experiences.
But there is also an alternate
table of contents, obviously
reflecting Simon's literature
orientation, which classifies the
selections by the types of
exposition they represent:
classification and analysis,
comparison and contrast, detail,
definition, argumentation,
description, narration, poetry
and meditation.
As Simonson points out, this
alternative perspective on the
book is justifiable for it indicates
an emphasis on form as well as
content, on how an author
writes as well as what he writes.
Although the anthology was
compiled to serve as a textbook
for introductory religion or
composition courses, it is not a
book I would consider very
useful in the classroom, except
as supplementary reading.
The reason for this is simple.
Dimensions of Man is a book to
be read slowly, four or five pages
at a time. It is a book to be
savored and pondered over.
There are countless short
selections to choose from: Walt
Whitman, Wu Ch'eng-en, Leo
Tolstoy, Thomas Merton,
Nietzsche, Mohammed, Freud,
Camus, Joyce, Thoreau, Yeats,
B.F. Skinner, and many others.
These are readings which
extend from the dawn of history
to all ends of the earth. The
editors have left no
philosophical stones unturned in
their efforts to provide as
unbiased a view of religion as
possible.
Western religions are not
emphasized any more than
Eastern ones. The religious
experiences of Swami

Philosophical Analysis in
Education.
Dimensions of Man is on sale
in the Bookstore.
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2 for 1 Happy Hour
on Draft Beer and Most Wines 4-6 Week Days

Tuesday $1.00 Hamburger Night

Super Spaghetti Feast
Sundays 4-9 p.m.
ALL YOU CAN EAT $.75

') (1 '1 011- 1 '11(')

JUST COLD BEER &
THE BEST PIZZA

Clover Leaf Tavern
6430 6th AVE,

$.15 Hot Dog with 1st
Schooner to bike riders

Nikhilananda, John Donne, and
Jean-Paul Sartre are laid out as if
each were valid in its own
dimension. And Nietzsche's
"God is dead" philosophy is
taken as seriously as the writings
of St. Paul.
If there is indeed a bias to the
book, it is a bias against the
tendency of human beings to
exclude from their own life
experiences the experiences of
other peoples, other cultures,
other ages.
It
objects
to
a
one-dimensional view of the
world and challenges us to
enter into all the dimensions of
titan.
Writes Magee in the
introduction: "Among those
exploring new dimensions ...
some have discovered new
depths to their own existence,
found ways of relating more
significantly to other people,
.and, occasionally, found new
levels of psychic energy and
enthusiasm for life ... "
"Our purpose is to give a
sampling that will stimulate
reflection, and we believe that
anyone who carefully examines
the contents will be driven at one
point or another to consider the
dimensions of man."
Simonson, who left UPS for a
post at the University of
Washington, is also the editor of
a 1959 anthology, Cross
Currents, from which the
student literary magazine,
Crosscurrents, took its name.
Magee, who chairs the
Department of Philosophy, is
the author of several books,
including Religion and Modern
Man, Reality and Prayer, and

LO 4-7788

3-7 P.M. This month
(park inside)
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Theater's ‘Ifo!pone'
• will open next week
by Alan Smith
Ben Jonson's "Volpone," the
last production of the Inside
Theatre's 1973-74 repertoire,
opens next Friday, May 3 at 8
p.m. in Jones Hall. It will also
play on May 4,9,10 and 11.
From the ancient days of
Aristophanes through the time
of Shakespeare and down to the
twentieth century and its
half-hour TV comedy series,
audiences have split their sides in
appreciation of the
entertainment value of the
literature of folly.
This is understandable, really.
It is a characteristic of the genre
to reduce its dramatis personae
to stereotyped and, hence, very
ludicrous, individuals whose
antics are at once laughable and
very human. Common
stereotypes include the
hen-pecked loafer, the gabby or
nagging housewife, the idiotic
lover, and so on.
Not to begin an argument,
but it has been observed that
comedy roles are easier to
portray than those of tragedy.
Certainly it is true that clowning
it up in "Mrs. Terrible's and the
Loose Toad" requires less of the
audience than does the portrayal
of the Bishop of London in
"Becket."
But if this contrast is the rule,
Ben Jonson's "Volpone" is the
exception which tests it.
Jonson was both a scholar
and an artist. By that is meant
that to his scholarship he
brought artistry and to his
artistry he brought scholarship.
We should expect "Volpone,"
then, to be in a different class of
drama than the usual stuff.
Most would agree that
Shakespeare is sometimes hard
to follow. The vocabulary is
strange, words that meant one
thing in the 17th century mean
quite another today, the puns
are subtle and easily missed.
Jonson is all that and more:
puns on Italian words, countless
obscure allusions, intricate and
subtle passages, clever
satire—these are the material of

Jonson's "Volpone."
The action in "Volpone" is
also very complex. It is about a
magnifico of the passionate city
of Venice, named Volpone
( fox), who plots with his
parasite or fool, Mosca (meaning
"fly"), to let on that he is both
very sick and very rich, and that
he is ready to draw up his will.
Three old birds—Voltore
(meaning "vulture"), Corbaccio
("raven"), and Corvino
("crow")- come sniffing around
Volpone's faked death bed,
bearing valuable gifts, each
trying to wheedle his way into
Volpone's favor.
Mosca's quick and clever
tongue hopelessly beguiles the
old coots, arranges for his master
a daring, but fruitless, love affair
with Corvino's wife, then gets
everyone involved in a zany trial,
near the end of which he betrays
Volpone and causes him to
"unease the fox" and disclose
the truth about everything.
"Volpone" is complex in the
same way that Dickens' Great
Expectations is, or Shakespeare's
"Midsummer's Night Dream"
(which was excellently
performed at UPS not so long
ago), or Chaucer's Miller's Tale,
in which everyone winds up in
everyone else's bed and all hell
breaks loose. In short, it is the
old and familiar colossal mix-up;
it is folly.
But here again, Jonson adds a
little something: eall it virtue,
moral truth, imitatio vitae, the
imitation of life. Jonson's
comedy is not mere escapism. It
does not indulge in high-flown,
flowery language (except,
perhaps, to poke fun at it) or
rhapsody or pageantry.
Instead of all these things, the
S toff of romantic comedy,
Jonson gives us realism: the
vernacular, the possible
(although perhaps not the
probable), in short, the familiar.
He gives us characters whose
o ve r -emphasized eccentricities
and bestiality, while creating an
interesting comic effect, are
meant to display the quirks and
bestiality of our own behavior.

We can and should laugh at the
antics of old Volpone making
merry with his parasite, his
dwarf (Nano), his hermaphrodite
(Androgyno), and his eunuch
(you guessed it—Castrone), but
we must finally laugh at
ourselves.
Everything considered,
"Volpone," although difficult, is
a very engaging piece of drama.
Look for some brilliant and
tremendously funny portrayals
when this play opens next week;
"Volpone" could very well
prove to be the most
entertaining play of the season.

Linda Waterfall, Peter Langston, and J.B. White will
perform as "Entropy Service" in Cellar X tonight at 9 p.m.

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT"
ERROR-FREE TYPING
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New peace studies course result of student requests
A broad understanding of
meanings and possibilities for
world peace will be the focus of
Ethics in a Technological Era, a
course offered through the
Religion and Business and Public
Administration Departments.
The course fulfills a major
elective requirement for
environmental science and
business and public
administration majors. It also

fills religion major Group II
requirements.
The emphasis on peace in the
course springs from persistent
student interest in peace studies
on campus.
Jeffrey Bland, one of the
professors to team-teach the
course, said that interest in
peace studies is increasing, with
50 to 70 students actively
expressing interest. The fact that

student persistence is creating
the need is exciting, he stated. It
is one of the few times students
have initiated new pursuits of
study. Women Studies is
probably the most recent
previous example at UPS.
Other professors for the
course will by Darrell Reeck,
religion; John Jandali, political
science; and Tom Sinclair,
business and public

University gets $20,000 Hill Family grant
UPSNB—The University of
Puget Sound has been named
recipient of a two-year, $20,000
grant from the Louis W. and
Maud Hill Family Foundation to
participate in the foundation's
Deferred Gifts Officer Training
Program, it was announced
recently.
The assistance subsidy was
awarded to a total of 19 private,
liberal arts institutions in an

Scholarships
available
Students of religion or those
who are planning careers in
church-related areas are eligible
for consideration for two
scholarship funds offered by the
University of Puget sound, Dr.
John Phillips, professor of
religion, announced this week.
The Jessie-Trane Burwell
Memorial Scholarship,
established in 1958, is awarded
to one or two students, usually
Methodists, who are planning to
work in the church or areas
related to the church.
In the past the $680 available
for this scholarship have been
divided between two students.
Every year the Brother-Sister
Scholarship awards four $180
scholarships to religion students
of any denomination.
Two of the scholarships go to
students planning church-related
vocation, one is for someone
interested in education, and one
for a person interested in
music—especially church music.
Interested students should
write a short summary of their
career plans and background in
these areas, include their grade
point average and discuss their
financial need, and submit the
summaries to the secretary of
the Humanities Division, on the
second floor of Jones Hall.
Friday, May 3, is the deadline
for applications.

eight -state region and will
support a deferred gifts trainee
at $10,000 per year for two
years. UPS was among three
colleges in Washington to receive
the grants.
UPS will be provided by the
foundation with intensive
training in the deferred gifts area
for an employee yet to be
selected; the university's
associated personnel also will be
involved in the training program
which officially begins in
August.
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A beautiful 4 x 12 sticker in four colors and remember it's
Send 50¢ to:
International Advertising Agency
3723 Catherine Street
Shreveport, Louisiana 71109
(Dealer Inquirer Welcome)

STATE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
Special Prices in 1,000 Lots

Air Waving

EehindZike Cue Nall
CORRESPONDENCE

Mr. Crowley's Salon
No. Tacoma Ave. at 11th
MA7-0397

If

COURS

you like pool you will love this course.

It will work

miracles for you.

you how to become an expert at

It is designed to teach

this fascinating game.

It will improve your game 200% or more. This course
is designed for the beginner and the experienced play-

those of you who has a pool
table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8)
sessions all with illustrations and easy t o follow
instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your
cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in's, angles, rail
shots, bank shots, how to use english, drawing a ball,
how to break, patience, sportsmanship and much much
more... To my knowledge there has never been a complete course offered in this ever growing fascinating
game called pool. The complete course is yours for
only $24.95.
ers. It's designed for

Welcome to the most fantastic
ski sale ever held. 1500 pr. of
WF A&T skis, $10 a pair.
AAA Liquidating, 19945 1st
Ave. S., Seattle. Open daily,
9-7, 1-824-3033. Dolphin
300Z 10-speeds, $85.

1971 Opel 1900, 4 spd.,
Excellent view. Easy motor.
28+ mpg. Tape, radio, new
tires, shocks. Call 627-8865,
nights.
New! 10-speed Bikes. Call
Funco VE9-5009.

4t
A word
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? We
have houses, apartments, and
duplexes. All areas, all prices.
Call 475-2820. RENTEX FEE
81 WORK WANTED
North end mother would like
babysitting jobs in her home.
If you need a regular
babysitter, call 752-2721.
Licensed.
WANTED: Student to vacuum
professor's home once each
week for reasonable
remuneration. If interested,
please call MA7-5530.

Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL
Post Office Box 10308
Dallas, Texas 75207
Ti Please send me
copies of BEHIND
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose
check or money order.
n Please send me

copies of BEHIND
at $24.95 each. I am
interested in being a distributor in the
area.
Please indicate the city, town, county or
state. A representative of BEHIND THE
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days
after we receive your order to explain how
you as a distributor can increase your income
and have fun while doing it, with no investment except for the course you purchase
for yourself.
THE CUE BALL

Board and room in exchange
for mother's helper duties.
Three children, 4-10 years. Start
either this summer or coming
fall. 272-6035.

Man's 40 Gabardine
topcoat—extras—like new
SK2-2637.

20 FOR RENT

101 WATERBEDS

1951 Oldsmobile. Good
running condition, four new
tires, new battery, 14 mpg.
$95. SK2-9540.

Need a roommate? Contact
Roommate Registration..
564-6872.

Special this week: Chemelex
heaters 10% off with this ad.
The Four Post'r, 6th &
Stevens.

TWE 1 "F

It's original. The hottest sticker on the market.

It's new

the first and original keep on streaking stickers.

claffiriedi
LOUDSPEAKER SALE. Buy
from the factory. Freight
damaged and re-checked
speakers. All fully warranted
electrically. Examples:
12-inch, three-way, $33.
15-inch, three-way, $44.
Gerard c hanger complete,
$29.50. AM/FM stereo/rec.,
$49.80. Similar savings on
Sony, JIC, Nikko, Gerard, etc.
Johnzer Products. 22638 85th
Place S., Kent. 854-5942.

finding a common world ground
for future peaceful coexistence
will be Darrell Reeck's focus.
Bland expects the class to be
lively and controversial.
Extensive and critical discussion
based on class readings and
experiences will examine facts,
opinions, and personal beliefs.
Students will prepare studies
relating class emphases to their
own major field of study.
Kathy Hemerick, who took
this ethics class last year, said
students need to be really
self-motivated for the class.
Discussions are based on
extensive readings.
Books for the course include
War and Peace by Beitz and
Herman, This Endangered Planet
by Richard Falk, The Protestant
Ethic and the Rise of Capitalism
by Max Weber, and
The
Development of Peoples by Pope
Paul VI.

!LOOK AT THIS!

UNISEX SALON

2 for I-10 MISC FOR SALE

The foundation currently
awards grants to organizations in
a broad range of fields, including
education, health, physical and
social sciences, and arts and the
humanities. Gifts range from
$500 to $240,000, depending on
the type and nature of the
project.
Anonymously established in
1934 by donors Louis W. Hill,
Sr., as the Lexington
Foundation, the foundation
later was renamed in honor of
the Hills after their deaths.

administration.
The class will study
worldwide economic welfare,
social injustice, global ecological
balance, and war prevention.
Bland, chemistry and
environmental science professor,
will focus on the ecological roots
of harmony in the environment
on a world scope, and
humanity's disturbance of that
harmony.
Jandali will cover the political
perturbation of world order.
Sinclair's emphasis will be on
operations of international
corporations, the effects of trade
on varying economics, and the
ethics of inevitable changes
taking place in developing
countries. He especially cited
new technologies and
international dynamics as areas
relating to the field of business.
The human spirit and the
relationship of religion to

PUGET SOUND TRAIL
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Legislation would create state work/study program
A proposed piece of
Washington State legislation, if
passed in the Senate, would
create a state work/study
program for students attending
public and private postsecondary
educational institutions in
Washington.
Senate Bill 3202, which just
recently came out of House

Intl Club
to host
festival
The International Club is
hosting its annual International
Festival from 2 to 4 p.m. today
in the SUB lounge.
The festival is open to all and
includes a fair sampling of many
of the foreign cultures
represented by the UPS student
body.
There will be dancing, food
dishes, music and costumes,
pictures, and interesting oddities
from around thy world.
Come and meet your foreign
(and U.S.) friends.

TM

Ways and Means, provides an
appropriation of $750,000 to
implement the program in
1974-75.
The Ways and Means
Committee was the last chief
obstacle which was expected to
threaten the passage of the bill,
according to Jim Furman,
executive coordinator of an
advisory board to the Council on
Higher Education.
The state work/study
program would be administered
by the Commission on Higher
Education, which is the
administration arm of the
Council on Higher Education.
When the program is

implemented, the commission is
expected to require that the
work/study opportunities not
displace regularly employed
workers; and that assistance be
furnished only to students who
are in good academic standing,
enrolled at least half time, and
who are not pursuing a degree in
theology.
It is estimated that the
appropriation provided by this
bill will provide annual
work/study opportunities for
1,500 students. The funds are
appropriated on a matching basis
with the maximum state portion
not to exceed 80 per cent.
The average work/study grant

would be approximately $550
per year.
According to Furman, the bill
is aimed at middle income
families since a federally
supported work study program
already exists for students from
very low income circumstances.
Currently 90 per cent of the
students receiving federal
work/study funds come from
families with incomes of less
than $10,500 per year.
Furman said the program was
drawn up to fill in the financial
aid gaps which remained even
when need grants and federally
operated work/study and loan
programs are taken into

consideration. He claimed the
middle income student has been
forgotten as far as financial aid is
concerned.
The thrust of the program, he
explained, is to develop work
opportunities in areas which
relate to the educational and
career interests of the student.
Private colleges and
universities will receive 20 per
cent of the appropriation, state
schools will receive 40 per cent,
and community colleges will
receive 40 per cent. The bill
includes an appropriation for a
three per cent rebate to the
institution to finance the
administration of the program.
BIrtz•Weinhard Company, Portland, Oregon

Have a Blitz-Weinhard
apres st„
party.

teacher to

lecture at

UPS

David Rosenkranz, a teacher
of transcendental meditation,
will give a free public lecture on
the technique of meditation
Friday, May 10, at 7 p.m. in
Jones 210.
Rosenkranz, a 28-year-old
former musician and artist, has
been meditating for six years,
four of them as a teacher. He
studied music at the University
of Idaho.
After h e h ad practiced
transcendental meditation (TM)
for two years, he joined the
movement's leader, Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, in Estes Park,
Colorado, to learn to be a
teacher of TM.
He had to first take a
one-month course called the
"Science of Creative
Intelligence" and after passing
that course, he took another
three-month course with
Maharishi Mahesh.
Rosenkranz has traveled all
over Oregon, Texas, New
Mexico, Hawaii and California as
a teacher, in addition to
studying every four-and-a-half
months with Maharishi Mahesh
in Spain, California, and
Switzerland.
According to Rosenkranz, the
benefit of TM is the "evolution
of your consciousness," which
he described as a growing
process by which the individual
becomes more aware of his
creative capacities.
Meditation, he said, is enough
to change one's life completely.
It is not, however, a religion;
The
it is a technique.
lecture on May 10 will discuss
TM as a technique and will
explain how TM differs from
other forms of meditation.
A film which Rosenkranz
showed on campus yesterday
introduced Maharishi Mahesh's
"world plan," which is "to bring
knowledge of the science of
creativity to the world."
Rosenkranz, who will soon be
going back to Switzerland to be
with the meditation leader, said
Maharishi Mahesh is "beyond
description."
"He's innocence, he's
happiness. You are transformed
just by being with him."
Rosenkranz will also lecture
at the Swayze Public Library on
Thursday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m.,
and will appear on a 30-minute
Channel 13 television interview
show on Monday, April 29, at 9
a.m.
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Introducing Blitz-Wehthard apres streak wear.
After a hard day's streaking, there is
absolutely nothing on Earth like slipping into your Blitz Apres Streak Wear.
Granted it doesn't offer quite the
comfort of your Streaking Outfit, but
it does have certain advantages on a
cold night.
And while you're at it, why not pour
yourself a Blitz-Weinhard Beer, hum a
few bars of the Blitz "You're the Reason" song, ease back, and invite a few
of your streaking buddies over. That's
called getting it on after you've gotten
it off: With a Blitz -Weinhard Apres
Streak Party.

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

I'd love to streak into some Blitz
Apres Streak Wear. I'm streaking in
$2.50 for every garment ordered. Please
rush my order back postpaid.
Yes,

QUANTITY

MEDIUM LARGE X-LARGE

NO. 1
NO. 2
NO. 3
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

I'm streaking in $
to:
Apres Streak Wear. P.O. Box 3440,
Portland, Oregon 97208.

THIRTEEN

Chinese culture program planned
A group of Chinese
University students selected by
China TV in Taiwan for a
Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission
touring university campuses in
the United States will present a
Chinese culture program
Tuesday, April 30, from 7:30 to

9 p.m., in the SUB lounge.
Dr. Wei Yu-Sun, historian and
Consul General of the Republic
of China, will introduce the
group's appearance at UPS.
The ten students of the group
come from
a variety of
universities.

Food Fast Wednesday
There will be a Food Fast
held next Wednesday, May 1, to
provide relief to people of the
Sahel area of Africa, which has
been hit by a severe drought.
Students are asked to not use
their meal tickets that day. By
doing so, Food Services will turn
over an equivalent sum of
money to the Project Relief
fund.
There will be tables set up in
Jones Hall, the Student Union
Building, and the Food Services
area to provide information
about the fast.
On Tuesday, April 30, there
will be a "Teach-In" at 10 a.m.
in Mc006. The speakers will be
Bill Rose of the University of
Washington, and Darrell Reeck,
UPS professor of religion.
Rose will discuss the
potential for world-wide famine,
and the resulting economic and
political crises. Reeck will talk
about the history and
contemporary scene in the
Sahel.
Fast monies will be used to
stave off starvation, combat
malnutrition, provide seed and

water resource management,
train farmers, and for family
planning.

Their program includes vocal
and instrumental music, a parade
of Chinese costumes in different
historical periods (as early as the
Chou dynasty), and folk dances,
including "Vision in a Dream,"
attributed to Emperor
Hsuan-Tsung, who ruled from
713 to 756 A.D. He dreamed to
have seen this dance at the Court
on Moon.
In addition there will be arias
from Chinese opera,
demonstrations of Kung Fu, and
samples of Chinese painting and
calligraphy.

Minimum wage bill signed
Nixon
(AP) President
signed a bill that will bring the
minimum wage to $2.30 an hour
for millions of American
workers by Jan. 1, 1978.
Nixon vetoed a similar wage
bill last year.
Nixon objected to the 1973
minimum wage bill as being
inflationary and because it did
not contain a youth differential
permitting a lower rate for
teenagers.
The 1974 bill, approved by
Congress last month, contains
only minor changes from the
one Nixon vetoed.
It does not contain a youth
differential but it does liberalize
the present law slightly on
employment of students,

permitting them to work
part-time—not more than 20
hours a week—at 85 per cent of
the regular wage floor.

Attention'

Hill

Sigma Chi Fraternity, once the top fraternity on the
University of Puget Sound campus and currently one of
the top three fraternities nationally, is reestablishing this
fall at UPS. Returning students interested in learning more
about Sigma Chi and discussing the possibility of pledging
should contact Roy Kimbel at Ext. 3245.
We are also asking that Sigma Chi's currently
enrolled at UPS who are returning next fall contact Roy
Kimbel.
Our first-year group will be relatively small and
maintain its own house in the Greek complex. This is a
unique opportunity to be on the ground floor of a new
organization. You will be able to provide the direct
leadership and share in the close fellowship known
throughout Sigma Chi Fraternity.
The reestablishment is strongly supported by the
General Sigma Chi Fraternity, the Tacoma Sigma Chi
Alumni Association, and Sigma Chi Fraternity at the
University of Washington.
Again, if you would like to learn more about Sigma
Chi contact Roy Kimbel, Ext. 3245.

Church sponsors weekend retreat
University Church is having a
retreat this weekend at Gig
Harbor Methodist Church. For
the third consecutive year, the
church has organized this
one-day overnight event which
combines relaxation and
recreational activities with
participation in, and discussion
of, Christian faith.
Departure time is 4 p.m.
—

Friday and everyone returns by
4 p.m. Saturday. This time
schedule has worked well for a
number of retreats, according to
organizers.
The topics of discussion for
this weekend are recognizing and
developing personal qualities
that are more expressive of
God's aims for people, and how
to relate this personal growth to

changes that are necessary in
society in general. Singing, small
group discussion and prayer are
also part of the scheduled
program.
Many students associated with
University Church loot, Forward
to each retreat. University
Church hopes to continue these
at a minimum of one per term.

UPS BOOKSTORE
Hand Crafted

SILVER
RINGS and THINGS
Imported from MEXICO
For limited time only!
*Repeat of Last Years SELLOUT
UMBRELLAS!!
Rain or Shine
/2 PRICE

PRE-INVENTORY SALE
1/3 - 1/2 off
AYE LASSIES 1/3 - 1/2 OFF
MISCELLANEOUS GIFT ITEMS

When it's your turn to
graduate, you wear your
cap and gown for only a
few brief hours. . . but
you can wear your ring always.-

April 26-May 3
Joston's Rings
5% off
Balfour Rings
$5.00 off
FOURTEEN

"Graduation is Coming"
Announcements
Caps & G owns
Gifts & Cards for G rods
available in the Bookstore
tiSit‘

-416,
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Fight hunger
with
hunger
FAsTsvAvipil
MAY k

too clear that this is not so. The
rain that did fall was late and
totally inadequate. Despite attempts
to save the crops they withered
and died. There will be no harvest.

Please help. Send an immediate
contribution to Project Relief.
Make the largest contribution
that you can.
Your money will bc used for:

On Wednesday, May 1st,
you can join with students
in colleges and high schools
all over the country to help
fight hunger with hunger.
On that day, fasting Americans
will contribute whatever they
might normally spend to feed
themselves to help the people of
drought stricken Africa.
The worst drought of the century,
overlooked by a turbulent world,
has caused the rapid expansion of
the Sahara desert, disrupting the
lives of millions of Africans.

0

TUNISIA

MOROCCO

In the meantime the people
are dying slowly, quietly,
undramatically, in a way that
does not make headlines.

2-61,4„

Will you also go hungry on
May 1st and contribute your
food money to help the people
of drought ravaged Africa? loin
us and the students of America in
this people-to-people relief effort,
the Fast to Save a People.
The fast is being co-sponsored by
Oxfam-America, part of a multinational development and relief
organization which has been aiding
distressed people since the end of

A fast is a symbolic act, and
in order to achieve a real solution to the monumental problem of the drought, its spirit
must be continued far beyond
May 1st. Skip one meal a week

GAM• ■ •

Gto.N.1

g:111rarWIt

GUM..

Drought Area

and send the money to Project
Relief. Talk to your friends about
the African drought and ask them
to join you in this once a week fast.

Six to ten million people face
death from starvation. Thousands
have already died. Rivers arc low
and water holes and wells are dry.
Last fall newspapers reported that
the crisis was over; today it is all

Use your imagination. Organize
a benefit concert, hold a garage sale,
have a coffee hour in your home,
ask your local newspaper to run
this ad free. (We can send you one
in any size.)

PROJECT RELIEF
P.O. Box 1455
335 Westminster Street
Providence, R.I. 02901
phone: (401) 751-9300
Bruce W. Roberts, Director
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Medical care to combat the effects of malnutrition
Seeds for farmers to plant

World War II and by Project Relief.

SINTGAI

Food to stave off starvation

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS
ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Well drilling and water resource
management
Agricultural training
Family planning
lii short, giving the people a chance
for a better future.

Please give whatever you can;
every dollar will help.
Partial list of endorsing sponsors:
Leonard Bern ten,
Sen. 'own!, K. Olden
Julian Bond
Sen. Idward W. Brooke
William F. Buckley, Ir.
Cong. lames A. Burke
Marion Clawson
Henry Steele Commager
Cong. Robert F. Drinan
Douglas Ensminger
Allen Ginsberg
Cong. Michael 1. Harrington
Seri Floyd Haskell
Edward Iliabee
Sen. Harold L. Hughes
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye
Sen. George McGovern
Sen. Edmund Muskie
Sen. lames IL Pearson
Nen. Claiborne Pell
Benjamin Sri's It, Ma
Cong. Gerry 1.. Studds
Alvin loftier
Sen. I °well Well ker
Mayor Kevin IL White
Leonard Woodcock

Project Relief is a non-profit,
tax-exempt, charitable fund
raising organization. It pays
neither salaries nor rent and
accepts only donated services in its concern that the
largest possible percentage
of each dollar be used for
direct relief,

FIFTEEN

Cutco, a subsidiary of ALCOA specializing in cutlery sales,
will have a representative on campus Tuesday, May 14, in Mc006 for
12, 2, and 5 p.m. sessions with students interested in selling during the
summer.
A company representative said students could work on a
$500 guaranteed per month basis or by commission. Students will be
able to sell in their own home town. Transportation is necessary.

I :iday, April 26
Campus Flick: "The Learning Tree," 6 & 8:30
p.m., Mc006
Senior Recital: Violinist Suzan Ager, 8:15 p.m.,
Jacobsen Recital Hall
Univ. Symphony: 8 p.m., Roethke Auditorium,

A women's photography show will run through Saturday,
May 11 at the Silver Image gallery downtown, 727 Commerce Street.

UVJ
Friday

at

Nine: Entropy Service, Cellar X

Saturday, April 27
Air Force Officer Qualifying Test: 8:30
Mcl 06
Campus Flick: "The Learning Tree," 6 &
p.m., Mc006
Track: at UPS
Baseball: UPS at Portland, 1 p.m.

The Game Room with the support of the Activities Office
will be sponsoring an All Campus Foosball Doubles Tournament to be
held on April 23 and 24. Cash prizes will be awarded to top finishers.
Sign ups are now taken in the Game Room. An entry fee of 50 cents
per team will be required.

Sunday, April 28
University Church: 11 a.m., Kilworth chapel
Mariachi music: 8 p.m., Roethke Auditorium, UW,

In January a section of the UPS Pacific Rim-Asian Studies
program trekked nearly 200 miles in the central Himalayan range of
central Nepal. A slide and movie presentation on that trip will be
given by Jim Springer, Dr. Lon Hoover and Prof. Bert Brown on
Wednesday, May 1, at 7:30 p.m., in Holtzinger Auditorium (Room
148) of Thompson Hall. All interested persons are welcome (it's free,
of course).

Monday, April 29
Mariachi music: 4 p.m., Roethke Auditorium, UW,

Si
All-Jewish music: 8 p.m., Roethke, UW, Si
Tuesday, April 30
Student Senate: 5:15 p.m., Mc106
Campus Flick: "The Women's Happy Time
Commune," & "Three Lives," 7 p.m., Mc006
Navy recruitment: Placement office
Lecture: "Legacies of Keynes," 8 p.m., Kane Hall,
UW
Chinese culture program: 7:30 p.m., SUB lounge

A $50 reward is being offered for a charm bracelet which was
lost at UPS almost a year ago. The owner of the bracelet (which is
more of sentimental value than any other type) has tried everything
she can to get the bracelet back.
It has charms from six colleges or universities, each
representing the school attended by a son or daughter: Vassar College,
New York University, Princeton, Skidmore, Goucher, and Columbia.
It also had a medical insignia.
If you should have happened to have found such a bracelet or
know its whereabouts, please contact Dean Ray Payne or the TRAIL
office or call JU4-4421.

Wednesday, May 1
Graduate Recital: Soprano Jan Seferian, 8:15 p.m
Jacobsen Recital Hall
Lecture: "Markets and the Future," 8 p.m., Kane
Hall, UW
Food Fast
Thursday, May 2
Lecture: "Economic Inequality," 8 p.m., Kane
Hall, UW
Friday, May 3
Inside Theatre: "Volpone," 8 p.m., Jones
Campus Flick: "Sounder," 7 & 9 p.m., Mc006
UPS-Tacoma Choral Society: 8:15 p.m., Mason
United Methodist Church
Computer Film: "Expo '67," noon, Mc310
Baseball: Seattle U. at UPS, 2 P.m.

Come to the May Day Bake Sale-Auction Wednesday,May 1,
at 12:15 p.m. ; the sale is sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota, national
women's music fraternity. If it doesn't rain, the sale will be held on
the steps of the Music Building. However, if we are blessed with
"liquid sunshine," the sale will take place in the upstairs lounge of the
SUB. There will be an assortment of homemade pies, cakes, and
cookies, auctioned off by a "real" auctioneer. To entertain you while
you munch, we will have a drum and accordian duo!
Come for delicious homemade goodies and
great
entertainment.

SPAR TAVERN
SINCE 1913
2121 No. 30th. Near the Top of the Ocean

4 BEERS for $1.00

TEAR & MAIL

Chicku—Bergen—Seafood
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

BEST NECTAR CHOWDER IN TOWN

13 703 J. Street South
Tacoma, Washington 98444
(206) 531-5045

STUDENT— FACULTY 10% SAVINGS
Gift Certificates

Watches $10.95 up
Rings $14.95 up

Fenton glass giftware

Handy Shirt-Pocket
Reference Books

Free ear-piercing with purchase

Diamonds
Nationally known Brands

All repairs done on premise

Charms

Credit welcome

Bracelets

SELECT TWO RECEIVE
THEM FREE!!

Hours: 10-6 Mon.—Sat.

Our 28th year

Complete and return the coupon below and
receive absolutely FREE your choice of any
two of these valuable shirt-pocket reference
books—a miniature library at your fingertips.

SK9-4242

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C. M. W.
Your north end jeweler

3811 No. 26th at Proctor

Spring Wedding?
1/2 CARAT
DIAMOND
IMNGS

REGULAR PRICE

NOW ONLY
Other Styles Available

and Yellow Gold
emodeat creel

s299.00

HOURS: 10 to 6 Daily and Sat.
Mon. and Fri. 'til 8

ROTM Fl r - CFI F FEY
lli EL_ a IR 9
2721 NORTH PEARL

SIXTEEN

752 - 7741

Webster's English Dictionary
Dictionary of Scientific Terms

...NO COST OR OBLIGATION
T EA R&MAIL

$450.00

Alta& ble in

White

Medical Dictionary
Interest & Mortgage Tables
Synonyms, Antonyms & Homonyms

You will also receive information about a new Life Insurance Plan especially designed for college
trained people. This complete plan is a result of years of careful research and planning by The
College Life Insurance Company of America—the original company serving college trained people.

Drop the attached coupon in the mail today. Be sure to indicate the two books of
your choice. TEAR OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!
Please print or type. Complete, remove and mall.

Graduation Date

Name
School Address
State

City

Date of Birth

Telephone

WESTGATE CENTER

Zip
19

TEAR & MAIL
PUGET SOUND
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